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Abstract—The system Galactica of free access is 
supplemented module for the Coulomb interaction. It is 
based on a high-precision method for solving differential 
equations of motion of N charged particles. The paper 
presents all the theoretical and practical issues required to 
use this module of system Galactica so that even the 
beginning researcher could study the motion of particles, 
atoms and molecules. 
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Motion, Computer Simulations, Models of Atoms, Free 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

System Galactica for gravitational interaction of bodies 
in the form of material points was created in the 
beginning of 2012 [1]. It is in free access [2]. Then ideas 
of making similar systems for other interactions had 
appeared. As their structure is similar to system Galactica, 
it has been decided to make them in the form of 
additional modules for system Galactica. They will be 
added in description by separate sections, and in the file 
system by new folders. The Module of System Galactica 
with Coulomb's Interaction is represented in section 14. 
Module of system Galactica with Coulomb's interaction 
[2]. Till section 14 the manual of system Galactica with 
gravitational interaction between material-point bodies is 
given. 

In physics the Coulomb's interaction usually is 
considered on the basis of the two-body problem. In 
quantum mechanics behavior of ensembles of particles 
and their properties are studied as a result of statistical 
processing of two-partial interactions. Together with such 
quantum-mechanical consideration of the microworld, a 
number of researchers continue to apply classical 
mechanics for explanation of a series of its phenomena. 
A.D. Vlasov [3] in his researches has concluded about 
justice of the classical electrodynamics laws in atom and 
about inability of probabilistic interpretation of atomic 
phenomena. F.M. Kanarev [4]-[5] explains atoms 
radiation spectra on the basis of classical physics. During 
several decades M. Gryziński consistently considers the 
microworld phenomena, based on the Coulomb's 
mechanism of interaction. For instance, he explains 
diffraction phenomena by electron spin precession [6]. 
Using binary Coulomb's interactions, M. Gryziński 
explains single and double ionization, radiation of one or 

triplet lines, diffraction of particles at their dispersion on 
atoms and molecules [7]. He has showed that taking into 
account of action of atom electron shell explains 
Ramsauer’s effect about low dispersion of electrons at 
their low energy [8]-[9]. On the basis of classical 
mechanics M. Gryziński has received equations for 
determination of absolute braking energy of particles by 
any medium in all nonrelativistic spectrums of energies 
[10]. 

The above-mentioned researchers obtained the 
enumerated results by analytical methods. However, all 
these tasks are difficult, and only separate problems of 
many particles interaction can be solved even at high 
mathematical level of a researcher. Therefore use of high-
precision numerical methods of solution of these 
problems of Coulomb's interaction opens a prospect of 
determined knowledge of the micro-world. 

As shown in works [11], [12], [13], the essential 
change of particles trajectories happens at velocities of 
motion v > 0.1с, where с is speed of light. Therefore it is 
possible to investigate the phenomena unto velocities of 
this order by system Galactica with Coulomb's interaction. 
It is necessary to use exact expression for the force of 
electromagnetic interaction of two particles [11] in the 
case of higher velocities. Further we hope update system 
Galactica by the module for calculation of 
electromagnetic interactions at high velocities which are 
now called relativistic ones. 
 

II.  ESSENTIALS OF THE MODULE 

The module is intended for solving problems in 
mechanical interaction of material-point particles 
according to the Coulomb’s law. Module files are located 
in folder GalactcW/ModCoulm [2]. This folder contains 
other folders: InCndFsQ, InpFilsQ and RunFilsQ. The 
folder GalactcW contains files GalDiscrp.pdf and 
GalDiscrE.pdf that are manual of Galactica respectively 
in Russian and in English. The zipped folders can be 
downloaded at  

http://www.ikz.ru/~smulski/GalactcW/ModClFlds.zip. 
The system includes named executable files, for 

instance, glk3b30e, to be run on a supercomputer under 
Unix OS, or glk3b30.exe, to be run under DOS; an input 
file galacf26.dat, and a named initial data file specifying 
the interacting bodies and the initial conditions of their 
motion, for instance, axsykl09.dat. Below, the latter file 
will be referred to as the initial condition (IC) file. 
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The results yielded by the executable file are produced 
as output files. The representation form is defined by 
keys specified in the input file galacf26.dat. Following a 
certain number of steps, characteristics of body motions 
can be issued; files containing such data are named 1, 2, 
3… garek29.dat. The file garek29.dat is always produced 
on completion of the program. This file contains 
characteristics of bodies at the final calculation step. This 
is the main form of problem solution output. 

Besides, if certain keys are set in the input file 
galacf26.dat, then parameters defining the trajectory of 
particles, whose numbers are also defined in the input file, 
are issued too. The names of the trajectory files are as 
follows: 1t, 2t, 3t … traekt.prn. The file size is defined by 
the volume of the data set in the input file. 

If certain keys are set, then a file dice.dat is issued. The 
file contains data on the time of close approach of bodies, 
minimal distance between bodies, and the number of a 
body approached by the given body. Each line in the file 
dice.dat is formed on accomplishment of a certain 
number of integration steps. The number of such steps is 
specified in the file galacf26.dat. 

With a certain key set, a binary file (or, depending on 
the particular computer, an unformatted file) named 
galgok2 is issued. This file contains the state of the 
problem in binary form at the last calculation step. On 
subsequent start of the program, calculation is continued 
starting from this step, the data contained in the input file 
and in the initial condition file not being read out. The 
latter procedure is required in solving problems with long 
running times. The interruptions in calculations do not 
worsen the solution accuracy. 

In the case of an emergency situation, an error file 
ErrGlctca is generated; this file contained a description of 
the error having occurred. Such errors can be encountered 
in opening files and their reading, and they also can be a 
result of insufficient array dimensions or impossibility to 
meet accuracy requirements in calculation of bodies 
merging together on collision. 

In Galactica, the possibility to produce a screen of data 
is provided. Those parameters common to all bodies 
allows one to monitor both the execution of the program 
and the calculation accuracy. In solving a problem on a 
supercomputer, such data are saved in an output stream 
file. 

In a version of Galactica with PC display graphics, 
along with common problem parameters, images of 
bodies with their velocity vectors can be produced. The 
form of images is defined by keys and parameters set in 
the input file galacf26.dat. 
 

III.  DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR 

MATERIAL-POINT PARTICLES 

Let there is a system of N material points (particles) 
with masses of mi and electrical charges qi, where i = 1, 
2 .. N. Let's designate dimensional coordinates and 
velocities of particle i as xmi, ymi, zmi, vxmi, vymi, vzmi in the 
non-accelerated system of coordinates relative to the 
center of mass C. In particular, the coordinates can be 

expressed in meters and velocities in m/sec. A particle 
with number k acts on i-th particle by the electrostatic 
action, which will be written down as Coulomb's force 
projection onto the axis xm so: 
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where εd is dielectric permeability of medium, in which 

the particles are situated; 
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is the distance between the i-th and k-th particles. 

The expression (1) for force projection onto the axis xm 
is written down in CGS electrostatic system. The formula 
for force projection onto the axes ym and zm looks 
similarly. Therefore all expressions will be written down 
here and below for one projection. With summation of all 
particles forces (1), the Coulomb's force of their action 
upon the particle with number i will be 
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where summation for k = 1, 2 …N, except k = i, is 
designated by symbol . 

Under the action by force (3), in accordance with the 
second law of mechanics, the particle i-th will set in 
motion relative to a non-accelerated reference system 
with acceleration 
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Below the problem is solved in non-dimensional form. 

Characteristic size Am of an area, in which there are 
electric particle, is set for it. All charges qi are reduced by 
absolute value of electron charge ee, which ee = 
+4.8029810-10 cm3/2g1/2sec-1, for instance, in CGS 
electrostatic system. The masses mi are reduced by total 
mass MSS of all system of interacting particles. Then 
equation (4) will look in non-dimensional form so: 
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Equation (5) for three projections x, y and z represents 

3·N second order differential equations, which determine 
motion of the charged particles. Non-dimensional charges 
qoi of particles can be positive and negative. Value of 
non-dimensional variables, which describe motion by 
equations (5), depends on arbitrary parameter Am. Its 
value can be chosen such that non-dimensional time T has 
been in convenient units for consideration of interactions 
in the microworld. 

If the primary scale is time coefficient kt, then the scale 
length Am entering the expression (10) for kt can be 
calculated as 
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Gravitational interactions in program Galactica are 

determined by the following non-dimensional equation (6) 
in [1]. Let's copy it without changes: 
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It is visible from comparison (5) with (12) that the 

algorithm for gravitational interaction can be adapted to 
Coulomb's one if, first, to replace mok = mok with qok and, 
secondly, to multiply expression (12) for acceleration 
dvxi/dT by qmi. These changes were done in program 
Galactica, and Fortran-program glk3pb30.for for 
Coulomb's interaction is developed [14]. 
 

IV.  IDENTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODULE 

In this section, we note the identical properties of the 
module for Coulomb interaction with components of the 
system Galactica for the gravitational interaction. 

The method of solving equations (4) remains the same 
as approach for the equations of the gravitational 
interaction (12). The same input file galacf26.dat is used 
[1]. The submitted opportunities in item 5.2 its 
description [1] for the Coulomb interaction are not used. 
The files of trajectories 1t, 2t ... traekt.prn and file 
encounters dice.dat have the same content as that of a 
gravitational interaction. 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Axisymmetric Coulomb's interaction between 9 particles with parameters for oxygen atom: 0 – the central 

particle; 1 – the first peripheral particle; 2 – the second peripheral particle. Case of circular motion. 

 
Similarly Fig. 1 in section 8 for gravitational 

interaction [1], Fig. 1 yields output for Coulomb's 
interaction [14]. In solving a problem on a PC with a 
Galactica program with graphic option, numerical data 
concerning the integration process and a picture 
illustrating the position of particles with their velocity 
vectors are given out to the display screen following a 
certain number of integration steps (see Fig. 1). The data 
allow one to monitor the solution process and to observe 
solution reliability. In using a no-graphics version of 
Galactica, only numerical data are output to the screen. In 
solving the problem on a supercomputer, the data are 

issued to the output stream file. The description of 
numerical information is available in section 9 [1]. 

 

V.  INITIAL CONDITION AND INTEGRATION DATA FILES 

This section is based on section 5 [1] for gravitational 
interaction. Some differences for Coulomb's interaction 
are given below. 

Each of initial condition files, for instance, 
axsykl09.dat in folder InCndFsQ, and also output files: 1, 
2, 3, etc. and file garek29.dat begin with a set of 25 
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numbers: T0, omm, Um, dTp, Px, Py, Pz, AMx, AMy, 
AMz, Spsx, Spsy, Spsz, E, Em, Ett, dT, i2b, j2b, k2b, A, 
B, C, Mu, εd. Those numbers are common to all 
interacting particles. Then, sixteen numbers for each k-th 
particle follow: om(k), (X(k,q),q=1,3), (U(k,q),q=1,3), 
(dUp(k,q),q=1,3), (Sp(k,q),q=1,3), Ra(k), Et(k), qo(k). 
Here, q is the subscript listing the variables over the three 
coordinates x, y, and z. 

The general parameters represent the following: 
Т0 – time in non-dimensional units; 
omm – maximal mass of body reduced by the total 

mass of all particles; 
Um – maximal velocity in non-dimensional units; 
dTp – time step in non-dimensional units at the 

previous step; 
Px, Py, Pz – projections of the total momentum of the 

whole particle system on the coordinate axes; 
AMx, AMy, AMz – projections of the total angular 

momentum of the whole particle system; 
Spsx, Spsy, Spsz – projections of the sum of the 

angular momenta due to self-rotation of bodies around 
their axes (spin projections); 
Е – total kinetic energy of all particles at the given 

moment Т0; 
Em – maximal kinetic energy of all particles starting 

from the beginning of integration; 
Ett – thermal energy of all bodies which the particles 

have acquired during their merging on collision; 
dT – current time step in non-dimensional units; 
εd – dielectric permeability of medium, which there are 

the particles in. 
Next, 16 parameters for each particle follow: 
om(k)  mok – non-dimensional mass of the k = i-th 

particle (k and i are the numbers of particles in different 
texts); 

(X(k,q),q=1,3)  xi, yi, zi – non-dimensional barycentric 
coordinates of the k = i-th particle; 

(U(k,q),q=1,3)  vxi, vyi, vzi – non-dimensional 
velocities of the k = i-th particle; 

(dUp(k,q),q=1,3)  xi
(5), yi

(5), zi
(5) – non-dimensional 

derivatives of the fifth order for the k = i-th particle; 
(Sp(k,q),q=1,3)  Spxi, Spyi, Spzi – non-dimensional 

angular momenta (spins) due to the self-rotation of the k 
= i-th particle. A particle is assumed to get a spin if the 
particle has formed as a result of the merge of other 
particles having approached each other to a distance 
smaller than the sum of their radii. Initially, the rotation 
of particles can be ignored, with their spins being defined 
as Spxi=Spyi=Spzi=0. This strategy is adopted in the initial 
condition files given below. 

Ra(k) – non-dimensional equivalent radius of the k = i-
th particle; 

Et(k) – Eti – non-dimensional thermal energy of the k = 
i-th particle. This energy has arisen from merging of 
several particles in one particle due to transformation of 
kinetic energy into thermal energy. 

qo(k) – non-dimensional charge of the k = i-th particle. 
In Appendix 1 there is the sample of program 

InCnPrClb.mcd in MathCad software for generation of 
initial condition file. 

VI.  EXAMPLES OF INPUT FILES GALACF26.DAT AND IC-
FILES 

Section 10 [1] gives samples of input files for different 
problems of gravitational interaction. These samples 
show functions of various parameters of file galacf26.dat. 

The folder InpFilsQ contains example of input file 
galacf26.dat, which was used for axisymmetric 
Coulomb's interaction of 9 particles (see Fig. 1) in work 
[14]. This folder also contains input files with changed 
names g26_2ptk, g26_3ptk, g26_175ptk, g26_473ptk for 
problems with 2, 3, 175 and 473 particles. Files with 2 
and 3 particles were used in work [14]. The force of 
attraction between a peripheral particle and the central 
particle is maximal for axisymmetric configuration with 
175 particles, and minimal for one with 473 particles. 

Section 11 [1] involves initial condition files for 
various problems of gravitational interaction. The folder 
InCndFsQ contains file ax8ykl09.dat for axisymmetric 
Coulomb's interaction of 9 particles. Thus 8 peripheral 
particles move along elliptic orbits with eccentricity e = 
0.15. This folder also contains initial condition files with 
analogical names for interaction of 2, 3, 175 and 473 
particles. Their orbits are circles. The program 
InCnPrClb.mcd, contained in this folder, is intended for 
creation of such initial condition files. 
 

VII.  EXAMPLES OF INPUT FILES GALACF26.DAT AND IC-
FILES 

In section 12 [1] the executable files, which are in the 
folder RunFiles, are described in the case of gravitational 
interaction. The folder RunFilsQ contains executable files 
in the case of Coulomb's interaction. Table 1 lists the 
names of the main exe-files for PC and for a Unix OS 
supercomputer. In the names, the following agreements 
are adopted. Symbols glk mean Galactica with Coulomb's 
interaction. Digit 3 means a third version of the program 
intended for common use. The character «b» with 
subsequent symbols means the total number of bodies 
(particles). 

Executable files without graphics compiled by Fortran 
PowerStation v4.0. Codes with graphics, which are 
compiled by the Compaq Visual Fortran Professional 
Edition v6.5.0 in Fortran standard graphics, have in a 
name the letter p. 

Table 1. NAMES OF EXE-FILES OF GALACTICA WITH COULOMB'S 

INTERACTION 

Number of 
interacting 
particles 

For PC For a UNIX 
OS 

supercomputer
Without 
graphics 

With graphics 

30 – – glk3b30e 

300 glk3b3c.exe glk3pb3c.exe – 

3000 glk3b3t.exe glk3pb3t.exe glk3b3t 

 
The code named glk3b30e capable of calculating 30 

particles on a supercomputer operates with extended digit 
length (34 decimal symbols). This program can read 
initial condition files with double length numbers, and it 
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generates integration data files with digits of quadruple 
length. The speed of calculation with this program is 33 
times lower in comparison with other codes. All codes 
except for the latter one use double length numbers. 
 

VIII.  GENERATION OF INITIAL CONDITION FILE 

In section 13 [1] the recommendations for generation 
of initial condition file, the part of which can be used in 
the case Coulomb's interaction, are given in the case of 
gravitational interaction. As it is noted in section 13, there 
are features of algorithm for calculating initial conditions 
for each task. As applied to the problem of axisymmetric 
Coulomb's interaction [14], the file InCnPrClb.mcd (see 
Appendix 1) exemplifies a procedure for generation of an 
initial condition file in MathCad environment. This 
sample can be implemented using any programming 
language or mathematical software. Below, taking the 
sample as an example, we will comment on the particular 
actions. In the problem of interest, the following 
configuration of interacting particles is defined: around a 
central particle, peripheral particles are located. The 
velocities of the particles are chosen such that the 
particles move along elliptic orbits with eccentricity e. 
The central particle has a positive charge, and peripheral 
ones have a negative charge. Such problem has a exact 
analytical solution. In works [11], [12], [15] and [16] it is 
given for gravitational interaction, and in work [14] – for 
Coulomb's one. Such axisymmetric configurations are 
unstable at certain parameters. Therefore in the case of 
numerical solution of the particles interaction equations, 
their dynamic features are determining. In work [14] the 
interaction between the central particle and eight and two 
peripheral particles, and also interaction between two 
particles are considered. The program InCnPrClb.mcd 
was used for generation of initial condition file for these 
tasks. Here it also was used for generation of initial 
condition file for these tasks to the number of particles 
175 and 473. The description of the basic operations on 
items of the program is given below. The numbers of 
operations are starting with the number 14.12, which 
means the following. In the manual of the system 
Galactica [2] the module with Coulomb interaction, as 
noted at the beginning, is follow in section 14, and the 
item in question is number 12. 

Item 14.12.1 of Appendix 1 defines the total number of 
interacting bodies Nb and the lengths of indexes i and i1. 
Since an index begins with zero, the largest value of N is 
smaller than Nb by unity. 

Item 14.12.2 defines according to [17] the main 
constants, namely, masses of electron me, proton mp and 
neutron mn in kg; charge of electron ee in CGS 
electrostatic system; base radius R0, which atom nucleus 
radius is determined by 
 

1/3
0 ,n NR R A                              (13) 

 
where AN is mass number of an atomic nucleus. 

Besides, the item 14.12.2 defines electron radius Re, 
dielectric permeability of medium εd in CGS electrostatic 
system and the first Bohr's orbit radius aB0, by which the 
average distance between electron and nucleus (see p. 
749 [17]) is determined: 
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where Zp is charge of an atomic nucleus; 

nn and ln are quantum numbers. 
Item 14.12.3 defines axisymmetric configuration with 

8 peripheral particles by the example of oxygen atom, 
including atomic number AN, nucleus charge Zp and 
quantum numbers nn and ln for determination of average 
distance a = rm between peripheral electrons ring and 
nucleus by formula (14). This item also defines the orbits 
eccentricity of peripheral particles and the plane 
inclination ε0 of their orbits x0y0 in the coordinate system 
x y z, for which the equations (5) are written. The orbits 
plane x0y0 is revolved through an angle ε0 relative to the 
axis x. 

In item 14.12.4 the masses of the central particle m0 
and the peripheral particles mi1 in kilograms, and also 
their radii ram0 and rami1 in meters are calculated. 

Then, in item 14.12.5 the algorithm of [1], [11], [12], 
[15] is implemented to determine the coordinates and 
velocities of the peripheral particles in the orbit plane. 
Here, the notation introduced in our book «The Theory of 
Interaction» [11] – [12] is used: 1 is the trajectory 
parameter, 1 is the interaction parameter, and the 
pericenter parameters are Rp and vp: Rp is the radius and 
vp is velocity. 

This algorithm is intended for calculating the 
interaction of an arbitrary number of particles. That is 
why one has to check that the orbit will not be 
overcrowded with the particles. This check can be 
performed as follows: the distance between two particles 
divided by the sum of their radii should be more than 50. 
Otherwise in Sec. 12.1 the major semi-axis value “a” 
should be increased using the coefficient ka. 

The problem of axisymmetric interaction of bodies was 
solved exactly in [1], [11], [12], [15]. Here, the peripheral 
bodies move along ellipses. In item 14.12.6 those orbits 
are calculated, and they are plotted in coordinates 
ynb(xnb). The index i2=1, 2. N in MathCad can be used 
to call for plotting graphs not for all particles. For 
instance, the orbits will to be plotted for each third 
particle at the index i2=1, 3. N. Those graphs confirm 
that the set configuration of interacting particles is indeed 
axisymmetric, and the particles move in an elliptic orbit 
with the required eccentricity e. 

In item 14.12.7, the orbit plane rotates through an 
angle  relative to the axis x. Here, differential equations 
(5) «work» along all the three axes, x, y, and z, despite 
the fact that the initial statement of the problem was 
planar. Due to the latter rotation, to 20 trustworthiness 
criterions considered in [18, 19], one more criterion can 
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be added. If integration of Eqs. (5) yields orbits deflected 
from the initial plane, then the deviations should be 
identified as inaccuracies of the integration method. 

In item 14.12.8, we pass to non-dimensional variables. 
Here, msN+1 is the sum of the masses of all the particles 
involved in the system, Am is the scaling length factor in 
meters, and kt and kv are the scaling time and velocity 
coefficients expressed in SI units. Those parameters were 
described in Sec. 3. 

In the latter example, the scaling factor Am is 
calculated from the condition that the non-dimensional 
time unit should be equal to Pm =1·10-15 sec. Since Am is 
determined with some non-zero inaccuracy due to 
extraction of a cubic root, then a procedure for refining 
the quantity Am is to be applied. 

It should be noted that ratio 2·a/Am =3.23 for given 
unit of time Pm, i.e. the order is close to 1. In this case the 
scaling factor Am is a characteristic size of a considered 
system, namely an average size of orbit 2·a. 

In item 14.12.9, according to formulas (4)-(5) [1] the 
variables are reduced to the center of mass of the system. 
Here, for instance, XcN+1 and VxcN+1 are the coordinate 
and the velocity of the center of mass. In the problem of 
interest, initially the center of mass is at the origin, so that 
the above values are both close to zero. Nonetheless, the 
procedure should be accomplished, and the parameter 
values of the center of mass, examined. The latter 
examination is a check of the algorithm for calculating 
initial conditions. In the present case, the values of the 
parameters are within 510-18. That is why for performing 
Galactica calculations with a lower error preparation of 
initial conditions with a better accuracy is required. For 
instance, it would be desirable that the initial conditions 
be prepared with a larger number length than it can be 
made in MathCad. 

In item 14.12.10, projections of the angular momentum 
MxN+1, MyN+1 and MzN+1 of the whole particle system 
and the absolute value of the angular momentum M0 are 
calculated. For the problem of interest, the total angular 
momentum of the whole system M00 can also be 
calculated by formula (16) [1]. Then, the check is to be 
performed. The sum of non-dimensional masses of the 
system should equal unity. We determine the relative 
error of the angular momentum M0 and its value M00 
calculated by formula (16) [1], and also the relative 
inaccuracy of the scaling factors Am, kt and kv. Those 
checks enable evaluation of the inaccuracy of the 
algorithm, and also the value of the computational 
inaccuracy. As it is seen, here the residual of the scaling 
factors is zero. This result was obtained through 
refinement of Am in item 14.12.8. 

In item 14.12.11, we calculate the number Mu to be 
used in the input file galacf26.dat for specifying initial 
conditions for space-distributed substance. Here, the 
parameter Mu is not used. However, for right 
representation of particles in graphic mode this number 
should be made consistent with the number of particles 
Nb. The table below exemplifies matched parameters for 
different values of Nb: 
 

B C Mu Nb 

0.5 0.25 4 30 

0.9 0.6 7 300 

0.9 0.7955 15 3000 

 
In item 14.12.12, initial data and conditions are written 

in a prn-file, for instance, axsykl09.prn. The file contains 
16 columns. The first two lines contain general data 
involving 25 parameters. That is why one zero at the end 
of the first line is to be removed, and six zeroes at the end 
of the second line are to be removed, and the file is to be 
renamed in a dat-file, for instance, axsykl09.dat. 

After the first two lines, additional lines, each 
comprising 16 values, appear. The total number of the 
lines is equal to the total number of the particles involved 
in the problem. At the end, there appears an information 
line, whose first number is the date of creation of the 
initial condition file: year.mm.dd. 

The next two graphs show the coordinates and 
velocities in the particle system. Those values enable a 
check of the sought configuration planned in the problem 
statement. As it is seen from the graphs, the coordinates 
and velocities of the particles form an axisymmetric 
pattern; in other words, they correspond to the problem of 
axisymmetric interaction of the particles. 

The above-considered program InCnPrpr.mcd was 
used to generate the following files: axsyk175.dat and 
axsyk473.dat for 175 and 473 particles, respectively. 
Those files permit check of operability of the exe-files, 
evaluation of the total errors in solving the problem, and 
integration step adjustment ensuring a required accuracy 
of problem solution. These axisymmetric configurations 
are noticeable by the maximal force of attraction between 
a peripheral particle and the central particle for the 175 
system particles, and minimal – for the 473 system 
particles. If there are more particles in configuration, that 
peripheral particles are rejecting from the center. 

Item 14.12.13 gives an algorithm for reading out an 
initial condition file or an integration data file of type 
garek29.dat. This becomes needed in setting initial 
conditions from a calculated data file of an analogous 
problem. Besides, that algorithm can be used for 
analyzing the output data. 

In the first line, the number of bodies Nbg and index 
lengths ig and ig2 are defined. Here, instead of the 
operator READPRN, the operator READ is used. The 
latter operator permits reading-out of a non-ordered file. 
After the reading, required quantities can be displayed as 
shown in the graph. 

Item 14.12.14 gives changes for files generation of 
problems on interaction of two, 175 and 473 particles. 
 

X.  CONCLUSIONS 

The rapid development of science has led to a huge 
number of views. They are not digested by society and 
are not prepared to teach the new generation. This has led 
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to a crisis in science education [20]. The way out of this 
crisis may be attracting able students for independent 
scientific research with the help of distance education 
[21]. For this purpose, we are developing a system 
Galactica, as well as other systems: 
http://www.smul1.newmail.ru/Systems_eng.html. To 
describe the movements and interactions we use the 
primary concepts: the coordinates, velocity, acceleration 
and force. We try not to use secondary abstract concepts: 
potential, action, Hamiltonian function, etc., for digesting 
of which requires a long course of study. An important 
part of research is data mining [22]. Currently, most of 
the methods for data mining associated with their 
probabilistic interpretation. In the proposed systems we 
develop such data mining, which contributes to a 
deterministic understanding of the phenomena. 

The executed investigations of axisymmetric model of 
the atom with the help of system Galactica [14] 
discovered a number of phenomena that a new explains 
the behavior of atoms. Presented methods allow 
determining the initial conditions for the other models of 
the atom. Their study will establish a real mechanism of 
atom. In subsequent by consideration of interactions of 
atoms the mechanism of a molecule can be established. 
Further research along this path will gradually open the 
deterministic view of the micro-world. 

We hope that the paper contains the necessary 
information that will allow even the novice researchers to 
use the system Galactica in their work. The above studies, 
students can perform in the process of learning. Those 
who carried away by these tasks by the end of training 
can get results that will enrich our understanding of the 
world.  
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Appendix 1. Example of Mathcad program for generating an initial condition file for Coulomb’s interaction 
 

InCnPrClb.mcd . Example of calculation of the initial conditions for the 
program Galactica at Coulomb's interactions. Completed  03.09.2012, 
 modified 17.09.2014. 

14.12.1. Number of bodies

Nb 9 N Nb 1 i 0 N i1 1 N N 8

                                                14. 12. 2.  Constants
From Handbook by Yavorsky & Detlaf: pp.749, 910, 912, 
913.

m e 9.1091 10
31 m p 1.67252 10

27 m ne 1.67482 10
27 e e 4.80298 10

10

R0 1.5 10
15 R e 1.5 10

15 a B0 5.29167 10
11 d 1 a k 1

14. 12. 3. Properties of bodies and of their motions

A N 16 Z p 8 n n 2 l n 1 r m a B0

3 n n
2 l n l n 1

2 Z p


 r n R0 A N

1

3

0.15

a r m a k
 e 0.15 0 0.409 a 3.30729375 10

11 r n 3.77976314968462 10
15

14. 12. 4. Masses of bodies in kg and their radiuses in m

Z n A N Z p m0 Z p m p
 Z n m ne

 mi1 m e ram0 r n rami1 R e

14. 12. 5. Coordinates and velocities of bodies acordindly to: 
mulsky J.J. Axisymmetrical problem of gravitational interaction of N-bodies // Mathematical modelling. - 

2003, Vol. 15, No 5, Pp. 27-36. (In Russian 
http://www.smul1.newmail.ru/Russian1/IntSunSyst/Osvnb4.doc).

For two bodies interactions see item 14. 12. 14.

 1
1

1 e
Rp a

2  1
 1

 1

 fN 0.25

2

N

i2

1

sin
i2 1( ) 

N
=



1
10

9
e e

2

m1 d
N fN


1 1.315657523093202 10

3

vp
1

 1 Rp
d

2 

N
0i1 i1 1( ) d  1 0.869565217391304

Coordinates and velocities in the plane of orbits, in m and m/sec

xoi1 Rp cos 0i1
 yoi1 Rp sin 0i1

 zoi1 0 1 1.315657523093202 10
3
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Appendix 1 (continued). 
 

vxoi1 vp sin 0i1
 vyoi1 vp cos 0i1

 vzoi1 0 fN 2.804865846209121

Checking the distanses between bodies. If d is less than 50, it is need to increase a

do xo2 xo1
2

yo2 yo1
2

zo2 zo1
2

d
do

2 ram1


d 7.17199696984111710
3

14.12.6. The exact motion of bodies. Checking the planned configuration of th
problem

J 50 0 0 j 1 J  j  j 1

2 

J

rnbi1 j
Rp

 1 1 cos  j 0i1
  1

Ra
Rp

 1 1  1
D M 1.1 Ra

xnbi1 j rnbi1 j cos  j
 ynbi1 j rnbi1 j sin  j

 i2 1 2 N

ynbi2 j

xnbi2 j
4.18 10 11 2.09 10 11 0 2.09 10 11 4.18 10 11

4.18 10 11

2.09 10 11

0

2.09 10 11

4.18 10 11

e 0.15

14.12.7. Coordinates and velocities in the equatorial plane

xmi1 xoi1 ymi1 yoi1 cos 0( ) zoi1 sin 0( ) zmi1 yoi1 sin 0( ) zoi1 cos 0( )

vxmsi1 vxoi1 vymsi1 vyoi1 cos 0( ) vzoi1 sin 0( ) vzmsi1 vyoi1 sin 0( ) vzoi1 cos 0( )

xm0 0 ym0 0 zm0 0 vxms0 0 vyms0 0 vzms0 0
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 

14.12.8. The transition to the dimensionless variables

ms0 0 msi 1 msi mi moi

mi

msN 1
P M 1 10

15

qo0 Z n qoi1 1

Determination of the length scale that the dimensionless time unit is equel one 10^-15 of seco

k t
1

P M
Am

10
9

e e
2

d msN 1
 k t

2

1

3

Am 2.049767130503777 10
11

Clarification of Am

Am 2.049767130503774 10
11 k v

d msN 1
 Am

10
9

e e
2

Am
1

k t k v


xi

xmi

Am
yi

ymi

Am
zi

zmi

Am
rai

rami

Am
Am 2.049767130503774 10

11

vxi vxmsi k v
 vyi vymsi k v

 vzi vzmsi k v
 2 a

Am
3.226994618834738

14.12.9. The center of mass of the interacting bodies

Xc0 0 Yc0 0 Zc0 0 Vxc0 0 Vyc0 0 Vzc0 0

Xci 1 Xci moi xi
 Yci 1 Yci moi yi

 Zci 1 Zci moi zi


Vxci 1 Vxci moi vxi
 Vyci 1 Vyci moi vyi

 Vzci 1 Vzci moi vzi


Coordinates and velocities relatively the center of mass

xi xi XcN 1 yi yi YcN 1 zi zi ZcN 1 XcN 1 2.032879073410321 10
20

vxi vxi VxcN 1 vyi vyi VycN 1 vzi vzi VzcN 1 VxcN 1 5.204170427930421 10
18

14.12.10. Angular momentum of the system of bodies

Mxi 0 Myi 0 Mzi 0

M1xi moi vyi zi
 vzi yi

 M1yi moi vxi zi
 vzi xi

 M1zi moi vyi xi
 vxi yi



Mxi 1 Mxi M1xi Myi 1 Myi M1yi Mzi 1 Mzi M1zi

MxN 1 9.665352161902836 10
19 MyN 1 0.053108187925464

MzN 1 0.122526400051667

Verification
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 

msr0 0 msri 1 msri moi msrN 1 1

M00
N mo1
 Rp vp k v



Am
M0 MxN 1

2
MyN 1

2
MzN 1

2

M0 M00

M0
0 Am

1

k t k v


1

Am
 0

14.12.11. To coordinate the size of area with the number of bodies need to change the B <= 1 
and C1 <= 1 so that Nbar> = Nb.

B     C   Mu   Nb
0.5  0.25     4   30
0.9  0.6       7   300
0.9  0.7955 15 3000

B 0.25 C1 0.1 Mu ceil Nb 1( )

1

3
dT 1.0 10

7 Mu 3

Nbar 1 Mu( ) 1 Mu B( ) 1 Mu C1( ) Nbar 9.1 Nb 9

14.12.12. Writing data to the file  name.prn

k 0 14 l 7 12 l2 5 14 R0 k 0 R0 7 MxN 1 R0 8 MyN 1

R0 9 MzN 1 R1 0 0 R1 1 dT R1 2 1 R1 3 1 R1 4 Nb

R1 5 1 R1 6 B R1 7 C1 R1 8 Mu R1 9 d Ri 2 0 moi Ri 2 1 xi

Ri 2 2 yi Ri 2 3 zi Ri 2 4 vxi Ri 2 5 vyi Ri 2 6 vzi Ri 2 l 0

Ri 2 13 rai Ri 2 14 0 Ri 2 15 qoi

Information line at end of filel3 Nb 2

Rl3 0 20120918 Rl3 1 Nb Rl3 2 msN 1 Rl3 3 Am Rl3 4 k v Rl3 l2 0

WwwwRITEPRN"axsykl09.prn"( ) R"axsykl09.prn" e 0.15 0 0.15 0.15

"axsykl09.prn""axsykc09.prn" "axsyk175.prn" "axsyk473.prn"

 It is necessary 1 zero at the end of 1-nd line and 6 zero at the end of 2-nd line of file name.prn
to remove and to rename the file into a name.dat.

Verification  coordinates and velocities

y

x
1.37 0.69 0 0.69 1.37

1.26

0.63

0

0.63

1.26

vy

vx
357.91 178.95 0 178.95 357.91

328.39

164.19

0

164.19

328.39
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Appendix 1 (end) 
 

14.12.13. Reading the file of type garek29.dat

Nbg 9 Ng Nbg 1 ig 0 Ng ig2 0 24 Nbg 1( ) 16

P2ig2 READ "garek29.dat"( ) "garek29.dat" "axsyk473.dat" "axsykl09.dat"

Tg P20 m max P21 v max P22 dTpg P23 Pxg P24 Pyg P25 Pyg P26

Mxg P27 Myg P28 Mzg P29 Ssxg P210 Ssyg P211 Sszg P212

Eg P213 Eg max P214 Etg P215 dTg P216 i2b P217 j2b P218

k2b P219 Ag P220 Bg P221 Cg P222 Mug P223 dg P224

mogig P225 ig 16 xgig P226 ig 16 ygig P227 ig 16 zgig P228 ig 16

vxgig P229 ig 16 vygig P230 ig 16 vzgig P231 ig 16 duxgig P232 ig 16 duygig P233 ig 16

duzgig P234 ig 16 Spxgig P235 ig 16 Spygig P236 ig 16 Spzgig P237 ig 16

ragig P238 ig 16 Etgig P239 ig 16 qogig P240 ig 16 Datag P225 Nbg 16

Nbgrd P226 Nbg 16P226 Nbg 16 M SSg P227 Nbg 16P227 Nbg 16 Amg P228 Nbg 16P228 Nbg 16 k vg P229 Nbg 16P229 Nbg 16

yg

xg
1.57 0.79 0 0.79 1.57

1.44

0.72

0

0.72

1.44 Tg 0.0299999001

14.12.14. Change in items for Nb-paricles interactions

Nb = 2  1
1

1 e
Rp a

2  1
 1

 1

 m pr

m0 m1


m0 m1

1
10

9
e e

2

m pr d


Nb = 175      AN = 348   Zp = 174   nn = 174   PM = 2*10^-10    B = 0.8    C1 = 0.55 

Nb = 473      AN = 946   Zp = 472   nn = 472   PM = 2*10^-9    B = 0.9    C1 = 0.676 
 

 


